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what makes avast so attractive is the way it puts its threat-detection smarts to work. it scans your files on a regular basis and notifies you of any risks you might face. you can then decide what action to take. you can ignore the notification, or quarantine the file, or run an extra scan on the file, or delete
the file altogether. this last option is an ideal way to clean up after a malware infection. avast also gives you the option to allow the file to run in the background, in case it needs to be updated later. another handy feature is avast id. it allows you to confirm your identity by uploading a photo of your
passport or driver's license. you can also sign in to your account with a facebook or google account. that way, you can automatically update your antivirus software. it sounds like a gimmick, but avast keeps it simple. in addition to its advanced features, avast includes a handful of utilities that are popular
with other antivirus products, including an excellent uninstaller and a scheduler. a tool to back up your files and settings is also available. overall, avast has an impressive number of tools for cleaning up your hard drive and system. the fact that you can get a free trial version makes it an easy way to test
the program before committing to the full price tag. most of the features are available for free, but the premium features require a paid subscription. avast offers its free antivirus software for both windows and macos. even if you don't plan to purchase the full version of avast, you can try the free edition
by downloading it from the avast website. once downloaded, you'll be asked if you want to download the free edition or upgrade to the paid edition. if you choose to use the free edition, you'll need to sign in to your avast account. you'll then be given a choice of which system to install the free edition on
(pc or mac). if you're running windows, you'll be prompted to select the version of windows you're running. if you're running mac os, you'll be given the option of which version of mac os you're running. you can then download and install the free edition.
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we evaluated avast by running it for one week on a virtual machine that we created, and then comparing its results to those generated by the commercial antivirus programs i've already reviewed. you can find the avg, avast, and kaspersky results in our "malware protection" section, and the bitdefender
results in our "registry cleanup" section. overall, the results for each antivirus product we tested showed that avast stayed one step ahead of the malware samples it encountered. it was the only program to prevent all samples from spreading themselves into other files on the machine. in addition, it

helped to clean up any lingering infections. avast is one of the most capable antivirus products on the market, with a number of other features as well. the company has a sophisticated blacklist scanning engine that allows it to identify malware as soon as it is first seen. (it also integrates with your anti-
malware products, as well as with your url-blocking software.) avast also uses heuristics to look for new malware signatures, and can even recognize new malware based on its unique characteristics. avast was the only program to find all four of the malware samples. its web protection component found

and quarantined all the samples, and its malware protection blocked all but one of them. its av component quarantined three of them, and its data theft prevention blocked the other one. avast's rate of false positives was better than that of the windows defender antivirus product that came with windows
7 and 8 ($39.99 for 1-device on 1-year plan at microsoft)(opens in a new window), but i noted a number of false positives. 5ec8ef588b
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